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ABSTRACT

Creating digital animatable models of real-world objects and characters is important for many applications, ranging from highly expensive movie productions to low-cost real-time applications like computer games and augmented reality. However, achieving real photorealism with convincing appearance and deformation behavior requires sophisticated capturing, elaborate manual modeling and time-consuming simulation. This can only be achieved in well funded film productions, while in low-cost applications, animated objects usually lack visual quality. In this paper, we present a new framework for image-based animatable asset generation which avoids these time-consuming processes both in the modeling and the simulation stage. Real-time photo-realistic animation is enabled by the use of captured images and shifting computational complexity to an a-priori training phase. Our paper covers the complete pipeline of content creation, asset generation and representation, and a real-time animation and rendering implementation.

Index Terms— Image-Based Rendering, Real-Time, Animation, Asset Generation, Post-Production

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital animatable replications of real world objects and characters are ubiquitous in many applications, such as film, video games, online conference systems or augmented reality. All of those use-cases aim for photorealism and natural deformation behavior during animation. However, this requirement contradicts with both the ease of modeling and rendering efficiency. Modeling often relies on elaborate manual artistic tweaking of material and animation parameters of 3D computer graphics models. Animation requires complex physics-based simulation of shape deformation (e.g. muscle bulging or cloth wrinkling). Finally, rendering involves costly lighting and reflection simulation. Although this way of modeling and rendering has been established and successfully applied over many years, it also has its drawbacks. Achieving photorealism is still very time-consuming, especially if complex animations and materials are involved. Therefore, convincing results can only be achieved in expensive productions, where long rendering times and expensive manpower can be afforded. In low-cost productions or real-time applications, virtual objects and characters often lack visual quality.

In the past decade, (semi-) automatic methods have been proposed to create digital models directly from real-word objects. We limit the following review of related work to the example of human actors and clothes, as they represent an important class of digital animatable objects for many applications. Detailed and time consistent 3D models of real human actors can be reconstructed from video sequences using performance capture approaches [1, 2, 3]. However, these approaches do not yet yield animatable characters with realistic shape deformation properties. Interactive control of character movement from motion capture data has been addressed by motion graphs, which smoothly concatenate recorded motion sequences [4, 5, 6]. Other approaches learn shape deformations in the form of vertex displacements directly from examples to reconstruct animatable representations of real objects [7, 8, 9, 10]. All these methods create digital models from real world objects and characters. However, they require very sophisticated capturing setups and in many cases manual editing. Also, they mainly focus on a realistic modeling of shape and deformation but do not account for complex appearance changes during animation. Existing approaches to create satisfying models with realistic reflection properties require even more elaborate setups including light stages [11, 12, 13], so that these methods are mainly used for expensive Hollywood productions.

In contrast to computer graphics models, real camera images naturally provide photo-realistic replications of real-world objects. However, camera images do not offer the same flexibility as animatable computer graphics models as they do not allow performance manipulation and animation. This has recently been addressed in the computer graphics community by image-based animatable models [14, 15]. In these approaches, the model representation consists of real image data showing an object with different animation parameters (e.g. skeleton configurations) and optionally additional meta information extracted from the image data. During animation, the best matching sample images are selected, modified to fit the input animation parameters, and blended into the final result. This approach has several advantages: Since the model is represented by real image data, photorealism comes naturally if no errors are introduced by the image modifications. Content creation can be performed with minimal user intervention and no artistic skills. Rendering costs are low as rendering mainly involves image warping. However, these methods have only recently emerged in the computer graphics literature and have not yet found their way into real (consumer) applications or movie post-productions. In this paper, we present a complete framework for image-based asset generation and animation, which allows straightforward integration into those applications. We base our framework on the theoretical work of [15]. Our main contribution lies in the real-time realization and generalization of this method for a broader class of animatable objects. Furthermore, we show how it can be used for asset generation and integration into the post-production workflow as well as consumer applications.

In the following, Sec. 2 summarizes the image-based rendering approach of [15] and describes our asset generation pipeline from capturing over data extraction and representation to data storage for real-time rendering. Sec. 3 focuses on real-time animation and rendering using this representation. Finally, Sec. 4 presents results and example applications.
2. IMAGE-BASED ANIMATABLE ASSETS

Our image-based assets are constructed from a set of images showing a real object captured under varying conditions and a set of parameters describing these variations, e.g. viewing directions and skeletal poses. Other variations are possible, as long as they can be described by a finite number of parameters. During animation, a set of samples is selected based on parameter similarity to a render input. As the sparsely sampled images will rarely ever exactly fit the render input parameters, the image data has to be modified accordingly by geometric warping and color adjustment. Fast low-resolution pure geometric animation methods (e.g. skeleton subspace deformation, SSD) are used to guide the warping of the images. These methods are simple and fast but do not model characteristic shape deformations and appearance changes of real-world objects, like muscle bulging or cloth wrinkling. This is compensated for by applying spatio-intensity image warps interpolated from a-priori extracted warps between the sample images. The interpolation is performed in the parameter space of the captured variations. Hence, our image-based asset generation pipeline consists of the following steps: capturing of sample images, extracting meta information (e.g. skeletal pose, warps, ...), and bundling all data into an asset representation for animation and rendering.

2.1. Capturing

Different setups are possible for capturing the image samples, ranging from multi-view synchronized high resolution DSLR cameras to stereo or single view video cameras (Fig. 1). Each setup has its (dis-)advantages depending on the application. Multi-view high resolution still camera setups are comparably cheap and can be used to capture a large number of high resolution views for each single skeletal pose configuration. However, this requires determining the sampling frequency during capturing. Therefore, the absence of significant samples can only be detected in later steps, which might lead to inferior animation results. Using video cameras instead, the parameter space can be densely sampled and an automatic selection of significant samples can be performed during meta data extraction. The advantage of this approach is that the final representation can be augmented by adding samples in any stage of the processing chain. However, high quality movie cameras are very expensive, making it very costly to capture a large number of views. Moreover, even high-end movie cameras still do not meet the resolution of consumer DSLR cameras.

Note that while we limit the variable conditions to camera views and skeletal poses here, the proposed implementations are generic and can be extended to the needs of the application (e.g. by introducing a change in lighting conditions). To ease the subsequent data extraction, the images are captured in front of a green screen that can be removed from the captured sequence using keying methods included in industry standard movie production tools. The output of capturing stage is a multi-view multi-pose dataset of images and associated alpha mattes (Fig. 2).

2.2. Data Representation and Extraction

The following meta information is extracted from the captured sample images and consolidated into the final asset representation (Fig. 2).

Calibration. The cameras are calibrated prior to capturing, using specifically designed calibration charts [16].

Depth. For coarse animation of the image data, 3D-meshes have to be generated. Depending on the capture setup, 3D point clouds are created either by triangulation of reliable sparse key-point correspondences [17] or by projection of the depth channel of a RGBZ device [18, 19]. 2D meshes are generated for the area covered by the alpha masks, and the 3D positions of the vertices are interpolated from the point cloud.

Animation Parameters. To represent the skeletal pose configuration for each sample image, a skeleton-model of articulated bones is fit to the mesh, e.g. using [20, 21]. For a consistent representation of camera positions and skeletal poses, we place the world coordinate system in the torso joint. Skinning weights for SSD-animation are calculated based on [22]. To simplify the data transfer to the graphics hardware, we limit the number of influencing bones for each vertex to four.

Proximity Graphs. A proximity graph is built connecting samples lying close together in the high-dimensional parameter space (view/skeletal pose). To save storage, a prime objective of the asset creation process is to keep the samples as significant as possible and their number as low as possible. To decrease the amount of required samples, the parameter space can be split into multiple sub-spaces (e.g. limbs of a body) that represent independent regions in the captured images. A proximity sub-graph is constructed for each sub-space. During rendering, the sub-animations are seamlessly blended [15].

Appearance Changes. Pure geometric animation (SSD) cannot model real world deformations and appearance changes. Following [15], sample appearance changes are stored as joint spatio-intensity image warps for each connection in the proximity graph [23]. This results in two displacement values and a photometric change parameter for each mesh vertex.

Data Storage. The image-based asset data is saved in a generic sample-based format that can be extended by additional parameters if desired. Optimized image data (e.g. compressed or downscaled) can be stored for different rendering applications. Meshes and memory-demanding parameters are best saved in binary files to both optimize the amount of required storage space and loading time.

Fig. 1. Synchronized multi-view high-resolution still camera setup and stereo movie camera setup with integrated depth sensor.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the asset representation: each sample consists of the captured image, an alpha matte, a camera, a 3D-mesh, an animation configuration and image warps to other samples in the database.
Sample Modification. The image data of the selected samples is modified to fit the input view and skeletal pose by applying the geometric model transformations and the interpolated image warps (see Fig. 4, b-d). Those steps constitute the most calculation-intensive part of the animation and are performed on the GPU. For each contributing sample, a processing pipeline consisting of a vertex shader and a fragment shader is executed. The resulting warped images are blended into a texture framebuffer. The following uniforms and attributes are handed to the shaders for processing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Samples / Uniform</th>
<th>Per Sample / Uniform</th>
<th>Per Vertex / Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Camera</td>
<td>RGBA texture sampler</td>
<td>Position (from 3D Mesh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Camera</td>
<td>3x4 matrix</td>
<td>Skinning Weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone Transformations</td>
<td>3x4 matrix</td>
<td>Skinning Bone Indices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending Weight</td>
<td>Vector of 3x4 matrices</td>
<td>Geo and Photo Warps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp Weights</td>
<td>Scalar</td>
<td>(Sub-Skeleton Blending Weight)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geometric warping is performed in a vertex shader. The sample camera is used to project each vertex to the original image position to recover the texture coordinates. Next, the vertex is moved by SSD-animation: the transformations of the four closest bones are combined linearly based on its skinning weights and applied to the vertex. The input camera is applied to project the transformed vertex to the 2D image plane of the render frame. An additional 2D vertex offset is interpolated from the sample’s image warps (based on the warp weights) and added to the projected vertex. Based on the same weights, a photometric warp is interpolated and handed to the fragment shader for photometric correction. In the fragment shader, the pixel color is retrieved from the sample image. The color value is then multiplied by the photometric warp parameter, the sample blending weight and optionally the sub-skeleton blending weight and finally added to the texture framebuffer. By design, most alpha values in the final texture framebuffer sum up to 1 in the interior of the object and to values between 0 and 1 in partially transparent regions at the border. However, since there is no consistent mesh for each sample, and sub-skeleton weights are calculated per sample, the corresponding blending weights of the modified samples might not always exactly sum up to 1. We address this by normalizing the pixel color by the inverse of the alpha channel value. To avoid the extension of object borders we set the pixel to 0 if the alpha channel value lies below a threshold. Those steps are performed by a separate fragment shader and the result is finally written to the main framebuffer.

4. RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

We illustrate the overall workflow of our image-based asset generation and animation framework on two datasets, a puppet and a jeans jacket. The puppet was captured in 110 different skeletal poses (Fig. 2) and from 10 different views using the pre-calibrated multi-view still-camera setup shown in Fig. 1 on the left. The jacket was captured using a side-by-side movie camera setup (Fig. 1 right). From this data, 48 image pairs of significant skeletal poses were extracted. The digital assets were tested in a post-production workflow.
Details of the different animation steps: a) selected samples, b)-d) sample modification steps: b) animation; c) warps; d) blending correction; e) full selected samples and final result.

The full NUKE post-production pipeline illustrated on a shot for the shortfilm "Lady in red" (left to right): raw footage; samples selected for the extracted pose skeleton; final output of our renderer; final result, fine tuned using standard compositing tools.

A user controlling the motion of our doll character.

For online conference systems and computer games, the avatar can be a replication of the user or any other precaptured character asset (e.g. the doll in Fig. 6). The character asset can be arranged inside a virtual space and observed from arbitrary viewpoints, while the simple parametrization of the animation input drastically reduces the amount of data that has to be transmitted between the users as compared to video streams in conventional online conference systems. Emerging augmented-reality computer games like "Night Terrors" [28] composite precaptured videostreams to achieve photorealism despite hardware limitations. However, this approach limits the assets to precaptured video streams. For such applications, our asset generation and real-time animation rendering approach can provide more flexibility in character design and behavior while retaining the simplicity of content creation by facilitating the same devices already used for capturing. Virtual mirror applications provide a result similar to the post-production example illustrated above. For such applications, a simple game controller like the Microsoft Kinect can be used to provide the animation input. Fig. 6 shows a person controlling the motion of our virtual doll character facilitating the Kinect and the real-time renderer introduced above at 30 fps.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a full framework for image-based asset creation as well as real-time animation and rendering. By using real image data and shifting computational complexity to an a-priori training phase, photo-realistic real-time animation is reduced to low-cost geometric animation, warp interpolation and image warping. The input data is the same as for conventional animation methods, allowing a direct integration into established frameworks. This paper presents a proof of concept to show how traditional computer graphics (CG) animation can efficiently be combined with image-based rendering (IBR) to exploit the benefits of both worlds. The general concept can be shifted more to either the CG or IBR side. For example, in the presented approach only a per-view surface of the character is captured for each sample. Therefore, self-occluding body parts cannot be modified without unnaturally distorting others. This could be resolved by exploiting a consistent 3D representation.
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